Results of calculations of stellar evolution from the main sequence are presented for a range of masses and chemical compositions applicable to subdwarfs and globular-cluster members Twenty-two evolutionary tracks consisting of more than 770 models were obtained for the following compositions X = 0 999, 0 90, and 0 75 for Z = 0 001 and X = 0 99 and 0.76 for Z = 0 01. These tracks were used to construct isochrones in the M ho r-\og r e ff diagram.
I. INTRODUCTION
The early evolution from the main sequence of Population II stars around 1 Mo seems now well understood. It is possible to interpret the color-magnitude diagrams ot globular star clusters and to attempt a determination of their ages. In this way, using the theoretical models of and the best observational material then available, derived ages for the globular clusters M3, M5 and M13 of 22, 24 and 26 X 10 9 years, respectively. Recently, new observations by Sandage (1964) suggest a decrease of the order of 30 per cent in the above ages. The purpose of this paper is to provide new evolutionary tracks for lower main-sequence Population II stars with the dating of the globular clusters in mind. A detailed discussion of the globular-cluster ages will be published separately. Preliminary results of this work have been reported by Demarque ( , 1964 and Demarque and Larson (19646) . Similar work has also been done by Sears (1965) and .
II. THE CHOICE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
In a previous paper discussing the age of NGC 188 (Demarque and Larson, 1964a) , use was made of the empirical Population I mass-luminosity law to determine the approximate helium content of old Population I stars. This procedure is unfortunately not possible in the case of globular star clusters since we have but very little information on the mass-luminosity law of Population II stars (Eggen 1963) . The mild subdwarf 85 Peg seems to be an exception which will be discussed briefly in § IV. More recently, Faulkner, Iben, and Wilson (1966) have considered the two binary systems ADS 755 and ADS 11479, with component stars in the subgiant region of the H-R diagram and estimated their masses at about 0.7 Mo. The implication of their paper will also be considered in § V.
Studies of the atmospheres of Population II stars indicate that these are metal deficient as compared to Population I stars. The heavy-element contents by weights Z = 0.001 and Z = 0.01 were then chosen. Since the hydrogen content by weight X cannot be determined spectroscopically for late-type stars and is generally unknown, the following compositions were adopted: X = 0.999, X = 0.90, and X = 0.75 for Z = 0.001; X -0.99 and X = 0.76 for Z = 0.01. Figure 1 illustrates the resulting mass-luminosity laws for various compositions on the main sequence. The present position of the Sun and that of the subdwarf 85 Peg A as given by Harris, Strand, and Worley (1963) are also marked on the diagram.
III. EVOLUTIONARY TRACKS
The mathematical method of model construction is patterned after the work of Henyey, Wilets, Böhm, LeLevier, and Levée (1959) and has been described by Larson and Demarque (1964) . The opacities used were those of Keller and Meyerott (1955) as obtained from the program of Olson (1958) . Opacity tables of the Los Alamos group (Cox, Stewart and Eilers 1965) , which include in particular the effect of bound-bound transitions omitted in Keller and MeyerotUs calculations, are now available to the author and have been used to check on the present results.
1 The main differences occur at low temperatures, in the outer convection zone for late-type stars, and the effects of opacity uncertainties in this region tend to be blurred by the well-known uncertainties of the mixing-length theory. A study by Iben (1963) shows that the effect of including the bound-bound transitions in the Rosseland mean opacity while keeping the ratio of mixing length to density scale height constant in the convective zone corresponds to a nearly uniform lowering of log T^i by 0.03 for Population I main-sequence stars. More recent calculations using Los Alamos opacities, both for the main-sequence (Demarque and Naylor 19/66) and for evolution (Demarque and Hartwick 1966) , show a similar effect, although it is less marked for low metal content. In this regard, it is interesting to point out that the main-sequence luminosity and evolutionary rate of the models investigated agree closely with the results of this paper. The treatment of the convection zone is essentially that described by Demarque and Geisler (1963 tion rates, which include the three branches of the proton-proton chain and the CNO cycle, are taken from the work of Reeves (1965) . In all, 22 evolutionary tracks were constructed, for a total of more than 770 models. Approximately 50 main-sequence models were also obtained. Tables 1-5 give representative evolutionary tracks for each composition. In Figure 2 , a set of tracks for X -0.75, Z = 0.001, and l/H -\ \% plotted. In Figures 3-7 , isochrones are drawn for each 683  686  689  692  697  700  704  708  711  714  717  719  719  718  717  716  713  709  707  704  702  698  696  692   69  63  57  50  43  36  27  18  09  98  85  70  63  54  48  43  37  32  30  28  27  26  25  24   120 TABLE 5 Evolutionary Track for X = 0 76, Z = 0 01, l = H, andM = 09Afo 
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of the compositions considered. They were obtained from plots of ikfboi versus time and log r e ff versus time for several masses. For the extremes of the age range considered, homology had to be used in order to get enough points to construct the isochrones. This method is satisfactory for a given composition, but homology is very misleading if used from one composition to another. Our ignorance of the correct mixing length in the convection zone also affects the effective temperature, or the color, of the models considerably (by about 0.05 in log r e ff). Figure 8 illustrates this point. For this reason, absolute positions of the models in the H-R diagram are unreliable. Only the absolute magnitude at the turnoff point, defined as the position of maximum effective temperature, is well determined, since it is independent of the surface conditions and depends only on the physical changes near the center due to the progressive depletion of hydrogen.
IV. THE MAIN-SEQUENCE POSITION AND h/hE RATIO
The problem of the position of the Population II main sequence must be attacked from two different directions. In the first place, one can estimate the effect on the colors of Population II stars of a decrease in line blanketing in the ultraviolet region of their spectra, as compared to Population I stars. It is thus possible to find a relation between effective temperature, (B -V) color, and metal content. This approach has been taken by Melbourne (1960) Eggen and Sandage (1959) , and Wildey, Burbidge, Sandage, and Burbidge (1962) . On the other hand, one can construct interior models for metal-poor stars (Haselgrove and Hoyle 1959; Demarque 1960; Smak 1960) . One can then compare the data from both sources. Observation indicates that within a few tenths of a magnitude most subdwarfs fall on the Hyades main sequence after correction for ultraviolet excess. This fact is usually interpreted within the context of stellar models constructed with a constant ratio of mixing length to scale height in the convection zone. It is then understood as being due to the simultaneous deficiencies in metals and helium in subdwarf interiors, compensating each other and causing the observed superposition of main sequences. This argument seems, furthermore, in line with simple considerations of nucleogenesis: old stars should be very nearly pure hydrogen stars.
In the light of the data presented in this paper, this problem can be reconsidered. In the first instance, the uncertainties in the position of theoretical main sequences can be evaluated. The main uncertainty lies in the estimate of the radius, because of the presence of an outer convective zone and the difficulty in knowing the ratio of mixing length to pressure scale height best describing physical conditions in the convection zone. For the mixture X = 0.90, Z = 0.001 several main sequences corresponding to values of l/H ranging from 0 (radiative envelope) to 2 (approaching adiabatic equilibrium) have been constructed. They are found in Table 6 and l/H -0.1 are indistinguishable. One notices that all main sequences converge to the radiative envelope models for earlier spectral types as the hydrogen convection zone disappears and that similarly all convective envelope models converge to the pure adiabatic case for later-type stars. Figure 9 also shows that radius uncertainties are large and that the present models may be shifted by as much as 0.05 in log in the theoretical H-R diagram while still keeping within reasonable estimates for the mixing length. This means that, for a given effective temperature, the spread in luminosities is of the order of 0.5 mag. This effect, which has been described in a similar study of Population I stars (Demarque and Larson 1964a) , is well known and will apply to the three main sequences (for X = 0.999, 0.90, and 0.75 with Z = 0.001) drawn in Figure 10 . Taken together, Figures 9 and 10 show that for each of the three Population II compositions considered, it is possible to fit the zero-age main sequence for a reasonable range of l/H, although X -0.75 gives the least satisfactory fit. Data are found in Tables  7 and 8. It is not quite correct, however, to compare observed subdwarfs with zero-age main sequences, since subdwarfs are probably very old stars. During 10 X 10 9 years or more, even stars of moderate masses will have evolved and increased in luminosity by a good fraction of a magnitude as illustrated qualitatively in Figure 11 . In other words, one PIERRE DEMARQUE Vol. 149
should not attempt to superimpose a theoretical main sequence on the observed subdwarf sequence. Rather, each subdwarf should be placed on the isochrone corresponding to its age and chemical composition. This point matters mostly when it comes to matching slopes of observed and calculated main sequences, a more reliable method than matching actual positions in the H-R diagram, considering the uncertainties in computed radii. Inspection of Figures 3-5 on which the Hyades main sequence has been drawn Fig 10. -Effect of the helium abundance on the position of the Population II main sequence for a constant l/H ratio equal to unity. 0 895  860  821  788  760  731  711  0 691   0 914  748  606  486  386  303  233  0 177   86  08  31  54  79  06  34  64   776  763  751  735  718  700  678  655 will reverse the conclusion of the preceding paragraph: all three X values are possible, but now X = 0.999 seems the least likely possibility as it predicts subdwarfs to fall slightly above the Hyades main sequence after correction for line blanketing and, more important, as it reproduces least well the observed main-sequence slope. It would then appear that there is here evidence that the H/He ratio does not differ from Population I to Population II nearly as much as the metaljH ratio. Of course, since the metal content is known to vary from subdwarf to subdwarf and from cluster to cluster, it is possible that the helium content may also vary in some way. Assuming that all globular clusters were probably formed nearly simultaneously, their apparent differences in ages may be mostly due to such composition differences. This important point will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper.
There are, however, possible sources of error in the above argument. In particular,
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one finds the following. (1) The slope of the main sequence is not well determined for globular clusters. Among subdwarfs, there is reason to believe that there is no unique main sequence superimposing on the Hyades main sequence . (2) The slopes of the theoretical main sequences and isochrones are uncertain since it is unclear whether one is justified in keeping the ratio of mixing length to scale height fixed along the main sequence for different masses and along isochrones for different evolutionary stages. (3) There is even some doubt as to the position of the Hyades main sequence in the H-R diagram (Hodge and Wallerstein 1966) . More complete observations of subdwarfs and globular cluster stars are badly needed. The argument in favor of a high helium content is strengthened by a consideration of . However, the parallaxes are based on the H-K emission features and may not be correct since the population characteristics of these two binaries are unknown.
The horizontal branch yields divergent results. It is generally agreed that stars do not fully mix at the time of occurrence of the helium flash (Härm and Schwarzschild 1964; Larson 1965) . Under these conditions, the outer layers of horizontal-branch stars should reflect the abundances of the outer layers of the main-sequence stars from which they have evolved. Field planetary nebulae and one planetary in the globular cluster M15 exhibit "normal" helium-to-hydrogen ratios (O'Dell, Peimbert, and Kinman 1964) . Similarly, Christy's (1966) pulsation theory seems to require a helium abundance of the order of 30 per cent in RR Lyrae envelopes in order to agree with observation. On the other hand, we have the evidence of some B-type horizontal-branch stars showing definite weakness of helium features in the southern cluster NGC 6397 (Searle and Rodgers 1966) and in the general field (Sargent and Searle 1966) .
Recently, Eggen and Sandage (1964) have discovered a gap in the color-magnitude diagram of the old galactic cluster M67, near the turnoff point. This gap is interpreted as due to a stage of rapid gravitational contraction of the stellar interior at the time of hydrogen exhaustion in the convective core (Hallgren and Demarque 1966) . The position and extent of this gap are then functions of the size of the convective core on the main sequence. The possibility of such an effect in globular-cluster stars was investigated; its existence could depend strongly on helium content and thus be a useful criterion for age determinations. For none of the compositions considered in this paper does such a gap appear. Unless their chemical composition differs very much from the presently assumed values, it does not seem likely that globular clusters will exhibit any gap in their color-magnitude diagrams. In fact, even for a mild Population II globular cluster such as 47 Tue, there is no evidence for such a feature near the turnoff point, from the data of Tifft (1963) .
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